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Gravitational waves in Newton’s gravitation and criticism of gravitational waves
resulting from the General Theory of Relativity (LIGO)
The most important conclusion from this article is that from the General Theory of Relativity do not result
any gravitational waves, but just ordinary modulation of the gravitational field intensities caused by rotating
of bodies. If the LIGO team has measured anything, it is only this modulation, rather than the gravitational
wave understood as the carrier of gravity. This discussion shows that using too complicated mathematics in
physics leads to erroneous interpretation of results (in this case, perhaps the tensor analysis is guilty). Formally, various things can be calculated, but without knowing what such analysis means, they can be attributed
misinterpreted. Since the modulation of gravitational field intensities has been called a gravitational wave in
contemporary physics, we have also done so, although it is misleading. In the article it was shown, that from
the Newton’s law of gravitation resulted an existence of gravitational waves very similar to these, which result from the General Theory of Relativity (GTR). The article shows differences between the course of gravitational waves that result from Newton’s gravitation, and the course of gravitational waves that result from
the General Theory of Relativity, which measurement was announced by the LIGO (Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory) [1–3]. According to both theories, gravitational waves are cyclical changes
of the gravitational field intensities. The article proposes a method of testing a laser interferometer for gravitational wave measurement used in the LIGO Observatory. Criticism of results published by the LIGO team
was also presented.
Keywords: gravitational wave, Newton’s gravitation, LIGO interferometer.

1 Introduction
In classical mechanics, bodies that move relatively to the observer are the source of gravitational field
of variable intensity. If the motion of bodies is cyclic, then they are the source of cyclic changes of the gravitational field intensities, which we will call the gravitational wave. The changes of gravitational field intensities are caused by changing distance of bodies in relation to the observer. In chapters 3 and 4 examples of
gravitational waves that result from the Newton’s law of gravitation are shown.
In General Theory of Relativity, bodies circulating the shared centre of mass are also sources of gravitational wave, which appears as propagating vibrations of gravitational field (wrinkles of space-time) [4].
Chapter 5 presents the results announced by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory
(LIGO) on the detection of gravitational wave predicted by the General Theory of Relativity.
The gravitational wave resulting from the Newton’s law of gravitation has a different course than the
gravitational wave registered by the LIGO team. It follows that one of these theories incorrectly describes
this phenomenon, or that too many simplifications of complex model were used to study the gravitational
wave within the General Theory of Relativity.
The calculations presented in this article do not take into account the time shift resulting from the finite
velocity of propagation of the gravitational interactions. If the body moves away from the observer, then the
time of reaching gravitational field variables to this observer becomes longer. When the body moves closer,
then the time of reaching gravitational field variables is shorter. However, if the velocity of body is low in
relation to the velocity of propagation of the gravitational interactions, then this effect is negligible.
In considered cases not only the gravitational field intensity changes, but also the direction of gravity
effect. In the article we deal mainly with intensity. Deliberations will concern only such situations, in which
the observer is in a plane of rotating bodies.
According to the Newton’s law of gravitation, two homogeneous spheres of mass m and M, located at a
distance of R, attract each other with force
mM
(1)
F =G 2 .
R
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Due to Newton’s second law of motion, the acceleration which a body of mass m gives to a body of
mass M is expressed by the following formula
F
m
(2)
=G 2 .
a=
M
R
In our calculations, we assume that the gravitational constant has a value of
 Nm 2 
(3)
G = 6.67408(31) ⋅ 10-11  2  .
 kg 
2 Gravitational wave generated by a system of two rotating bodies
We consider the two bodies circulating the shared centre of mass as shown in Figure 1. The bodies are
homogeneous spheres of mass m1 and m2. Circles where the bodies circulate in the shared centre of mass
have rays of r1 and r2. At any given moment the bodies are always on opposite sides of the shared centre of
mass. In order for the bodies to be related by gravity in a natural way, we will assume in simulations that
(4)
r1m1 = r2 m2 = I .
For presented system the following applies
(5)
R2 = ( D − x)2 + y 2 ;
2
2
2
(6)
r1 = x + y ;
(7)
x = r1 cos( ωt );
(8)
y = r1 sin( ωt );
ω = 2π / T .
(9)
On this basis, we obtain the following
(10)
R 2 = D 2 + x 2 + y 2 − 2 xD = D 2 + r12 − 2 Dr1 cos( ωt ) .
Based on (2), the gravity field intensity from mass m1has at the detector point the value of
m m N 
(11)
a1 = G 12  2 =  .
R
kg 
s

m1> m2

β

ω = 2π /T
x

t=0

r1
ωt

m1

a1

a1y

a1x
R

y

β

r2
t=0
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ω = 2π /T
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D

Figure 1. Two bodies of m1 and m2 mass rotating in a circle of r1 and r2 radius

After taking into account (10), the following results are obtained
m1
a1 = G 2 2
.
D + r1 − 2 Dr1 cos(ωt )
The components of gravitational field intensity, as shown in Figure 1, have the following values
D−x
;
a1 x = a1 cos β = a1
R
y
a1 y = a1 sin β = a1 .
R
40

(12)

(13)
(14)
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On the basis of (7), (8), (10) and (12) we obtain the following
m1
D − r1 cos( ωt )
;
a1 x = G 2
2
2
D + r1 − 2 Dr cos( ωt ) D + r12 − 2 Dr1 cos( ωt )
a1 y = G

m1
D + r − 2 Dr cos( ωt )
2

2
1

r1 sin( ωt )
D + r12 − 2 Dr1 cos( ωt )
2

(15)

.

(16)

On this basis, we obtain the following
a1 x = Gm1

D − r1 cos( ωt )
;
( D 2 + r12 − 2 Dr1 cos(ωt ))3/2

(17)

r1 sin( ωt )
.
(18)
( D 2 + r12 − 2 Dr1 cos( ωt ))3/2
In case of body with m2 mass, the above formulae differ only in an angle, which is not ωt, but ωt+π.
For the body m2, the relation (12), (17), (18) are in a form of
m2
m2
a2 = G 2 2
=G 2 2
;
(19)
D + r2 − 2 Dr2 cos( ωt + π)
D + r2 + 2 Dr2 cos(ωt )
a1 y = Gm1

D − r2 cos( ωt + π)
D + r cos(ωt )
= Gm2 2 2 2
;
2
3/2
( D + r2 − 2 Dr2 cos( ωt + π))
( D + r2 + 2 Dr2 cos( ωt ))3/2
r sin( ωt + π)
− r sin(ωt )
a2 y = Gm2 2 2 2
= Gm2 2 2 2
.
3/2
( D + r2 − 2 Dr2 cos(ωt + π))
( D + r2 + 2 Dr2 cos(ωt ))3/2
The components of gravitational field intensity from two bodies are


m ( D − r1 cos( ωt ))
m ( D + r2 cos( ωt ))
;
a x = a1 x + a2 x = G  2 1 2
+ 2 22
3/2
3/2 
( D + r2 + 2 Dr2 cos( ωt )) 
 ( D + r1 − 2 Dr1 cos( ωt ))
a2 x = Gm2

2



r1m1
r2 m2
.
a y = a1 y + a2 y = G sin( ωt )  2
− 2
2
3/2
2
3/2 
( D + r2 + 2 Dr2 cos( ωt )) 
 ( D + r1 − 2 Dr1 cos( ωt ))
The gravitational field intensity from two bodies is

a = a x2 + a 2y .

(20)
(21)

(22)
(23)

(24)

***
In some cases we will assume that the distance of circulating bodies may change. Then their distance
will decrease linearly in time, according to the relation
t 

ri (t ) = ri (0) ⋅  1 −
(25)
.
 3T 
1
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Figure 2. Trajectory of body movement assumed in some simulations, for r1(0) = r2(0) = 1 m
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In this case, the bodies are not naturally related by gravity and their movement is artificially forced. In
this case, the bodies fall over each other in a spiral during 3T (Fig. 2).
2.1 Two bodies of equal mass
We assume that two rotating bodies have identical mass m1 = m2 = m.
Figure 3 shows the gravitational field intensity (24) in a distance of D = 1.5 m from rotating bodies. As
can be seen from the figure for D ≈ r, the variations in intensity are not sinusoidal.
a [ ⋅ 10-7 m/s2]

3.0
2.5

a(0) = 2.776418582626263 ⋅ 10-7

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0

t
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Figure 3. The gravitational field intensity for D = 1.5 m, r(0) = 1 m, m1 = m2 = 1 000 kg, T = 5 000

Figure 4 shows the gravitational field intensity (24) in a distance of D = 100 000 m, which bodies are a
source with mass of m = 10 000 kg. For D >> r the intensity changes are similar to sinusoidal.
13348166.7

a [ ⋅ 10-23 m/s2]
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Figure 4. The gravitational field intensity for D = 100 000 m, r(0) = 10 m, m1 = m2 = 10 000 kg, T = 5 000

The presented analysis shows that when two bodies rotate around each other, they are a source of gravitational field of variable intensity. If the bodies get closer to each other by the spiral, then the amplitude of
changes decreases. Local maxima occur twice in one full body rotation.
2.2 Two bodies of different mass
We assume that two rotating bodies have different mass m1 > m2. Figure 5 shows the gravitational field
intensity (24) in a distance of D = 20 m from, which bodies are a source with mass of m1 = 350 kg and
42
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m2 = 250 kg. This time the distance of rotating bodies is constant, i.e. r1(t) = constans = 10 m. After taking
into account (4) we receive r2(t) = constans = 14 m.
Figure 5 shows two local maxima at full body rotation. The smaller one occurs when a body of higher
mass is closer to the detector than a body of lower mass. The larger one occurs when a body of lower mass is
closer to the detector than a body of higher mass. This is because the smaller body circulates around a larger
orbit, so it comes closer to the detector (formula (4) applies).
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a [ ⋅ 10-10 m/s2]

4.5

a(0) = 2.480264803816714 ⋅ 10-10
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Figure 5. The gravitational field intensity for D = 20 m, r1(t) = constans = 10 m, r2(t) = constans = 14 m,
m1 = 350 kg, m2 = 250 kg, T = 5 000

When the detector is more distant from the rotating bodies, then the difference between maxima disappears. For example, for the same system of bodies as in Figure 5, the gravitational field intensity seen from a
distance of D = 450 m has two, almost identical, maxima at full rotation of bodies (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. The gravitational field intensity for D = 450 m, r1(t) = constans = 10 m, r2(t) = constans = 14 m,
m1 = 350 kg, m2 = 250 kg, T = 5 000

2.3 Gravitational wave caused by four moons of Jupiter
In order to determine the gravitational field intensity from the four Galileo moons of Jupiter, we have
carried out a numerical simulation (for the data from Table 1). On its basis, the intensity of gravitational field
seen from Earth was determined, the source of which are four Galileo moons of Jupiter.
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For reasons of simplification, it has been assumed that the orbits of these four moons are in the same
plane as the Earth. It was also assumed that at initial moment t = 0, the Jupiter and all moons of Jupiter are in
conjunction with the Earth, i.e. lie on a section connecting the centre of Earth with the centre of Jupiter.
Since the mass of Jupiter is much greater than the mass of moons, for simplicity it was assumed that Jupiter
is motionless in relation to the Earth. For this reason, Jupiter does not influence the gravitational field intensity changes from his moons and has not been taken into account in simulation.
Table 1
Sizes accepted in calculations for Jupiter and its four moons
D = 6,3⋅1011 m
mI = 8,9⋅1022 kg
rI = 4,2⋅108 m
ωI = 2π / TI = 2π / (1,5⋅105 s) = 2,1⋅10–5 1/s
mE = 4,8⋅1022 kg
rE = 6,7⋅108 m
ωE = 2π / TE = 2π / (3,1⋅105 s) = 2,0⋅10–5 1/s
mG = 1,5⋅1023 kg
rG = 1,1⋅109 m
ωG = 2π / TG = 2π / (6,2⋅105 s) = 1,0⋅10–5 1/s
mK = 1,1⋅1023 kg
rK = 1,9⋅109 m
ωK = 2π / TK = 2π / (1,4⋅106 s) = 4,4⋅10–6 1/s

Distance of Jupiter from the Earth
Mass Io
Orbit radius Io
Rotation velocity Io
Europe mass
Orbit radius of Europe
Rotation velocity of Europe
Ganymede mass
Orbit radius of Ganymede
Rotation velocity of Ganymede
Callista mass
Orbit radius of Callista
Rotation velocity of Callista

Results of simulation were presented in Figure 7.
6.660

a [ ⋅ 10-11 m/s2]

6.655
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Figure 7. The gravitational field intensity of four Jupiter moons, seen from the Earth (Table 1).
The gravitational field intensity from Jupiter is not taken into account

3 Gravitational wave as seen by the rotating observer
We consider the rotating observer as shown in Figure 8. The observer is gravitated by a homogeneous
sphere with a mass of m. For presented system, the following occurs
(26)
R 2 = (d − x)2 + y 2 ;
2
2
2
(27)
r =x +y ;
x = r cos(ωt );
(28)
y = r sin(ωt );
(29)
ω = 2π / T .
(30)
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On this basis, we obtain the following
R 2 = D 2 + x 2 + y 2 − 2 xD = D 2 + r 2 − 2 Dr cos( ωt ).

(31)

ω = 2π /T
detector
x
r
ωt

R

y

m

t=0
D

Figure 8. Rotating observer in a circle with a radius of r

After placing to (11) we obtain a gravitational field intensity dependency identical to (12), i.e.
m
a =G 2 2
.
(32)
D + r − 2 Dr cos(ωt )
The case in which the observer rotates is qualitatively different from the case shown in Chapter 2,
where the two bodies rotate around each other. In this case, the gravitational wave does not propagate in a
space where the source of gravity is motionless. Changes of the gravitational field intensity occur only for a
moving observer. But formula (32) will also apply in a symmetrical situation when the observer is motionless and the source of wave circulates along a suitable trajectory. Formula (32) will also apply if the body
and observer change places.
3.1 Gravitational wave from the Moon
The situation shown in Figure 8 may be a model of the Earth-Moon system. The observer is located on
the surface of Earth in a plane of the Moon orbit. The source of gravity is the Moon. In the Moon system, the
observer rotates around the center of t Earth. We assume the values shown in Table 2. The observer’s rotation period is slightly longer than 24 hours due to the Moon’s movement around the Earth.
Table 2
Sizes accepted in calculations for the Moon
Average radius of Earth
Average radius of Moon orbit
Moon mass
Rotation velocity of the observer

r = 6371,0 km = 6,4⋅106 m
D = 384404 km = 3,8⋅108 m
m = 7,3⋅1022 kg
ω = 2π / T = 2π / (24,84 h) = 2π / (89428 s) = 7,02⋅10–5 1/s

The diagram of gravitational wave from the Moon calculated on the basis of (32) is shown in Figure 9.
This gravitational wave is the cause of tides and outflows.
The gravitational wave amplitude of the Moon is
aK _ max − a K _ min a K (0) − a K (T / 2) 2.2743 ⋅ 10-6
=
=
(33)
m/s2 = 1.1372 ⋅ 10-6 m/s2 .
2
2
2
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aK [ ⋅ 10-5 m/s2]
aK (0) = 3.490605244489195 ⋅ 10-5
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Figure 9. The gravitational field intensity from the Moon (Table 2)

3.2 Gravitational wave from the Sun
The situation shown in Figure 8 may also be a model of the Earth-Sun system. The observer is located
on the surface of Earth. The source of gravity is the Sun. In the solar system, the observer rotates around the
centre of Earth. We assume the values shown in Table 3.
Table 3
Sizes accepted in calculations for the Sun
Average radius of Earth
Average radius of Earth orbit
Sun mass
Rotation velocity of the observer

r = 6371,0 km = 6,4⋅106 m
D = 149,6⋅106 km = 1,5⋅1011 m
m = 2,0⋅1030 kg
ω = 2π / T = 2π / (24 h) = 2π / (86400 s) = 7,27⋅10–5 1/s

The diagram of gravitational wave from the Sun calculated on the basis of (32) is shown in Figure 10.
593.32
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Figure 10. The gravitational field intensity from the Sun (Table 3)

The amplitude of the gravitational wave from the Sun is
aS _ max − aS _ min aS (0) − aS (T / 2) 1.0125 ⋅ 10-6
=
=
m/s2 = 0.5063 ⋅ 10-6 m/s2 .
2
2
2
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The gravitational waves from the Moon and Sun cause tides on the Earth. This means that the phenomenon of gravitational waves is known and observed on the Earth from always. From these observations it
appears that the gravitational wave deforms the shape of bodies.
The intensity of the gravitational field aK from the Moon (Fig. 9) is several hundred times smaller than
the intensity of gravitational field aS originating from the Sun (Fig. 10). However, the Moon is much closer
to Earth, and therefore the maximum change of gravitational field intensity from the Moon (33) is 2.25 times
greater than the maximum change of gravitational field intensity from the Sun (34). For this reason, the sea
tides and outflows caused by the Moon are greater than those caused by the Sun.
4 Absolute changes of the gravitational field intensity (amplitude)
According to the General Theory of Relativity mass influences the geometry of space-time. According
to the creators of LIGO detector, this decoder can measure relative changes in the length of two arms of this
interferometer [1]. On this basis, changes in gravitational field intensity can be measured indirectly. The
LIGO Interferometer cannot measure the absolute value of gravitational field intensity. Its task is to indirectly measure changes in gravitational field intensity.
Such a measurement is not affected by how large the gravitational field is, but by the changes in its value (absolute changes). Therefore, in the following subsections we are going to determine absolute changes of
the gravitational field intensity for two previously considered cases.
4.1 Gravitational wave amplitude caused by two rotating bodies
Now we will determine the absolute changes of gravity field intensity for the case discussed in
Chapter 0, two bodies related by gravity.
4.1.1 Component y of the gravitational wave
First we will determine the component changes y. On the basis of (23), taking into account condition
(4), the following are obtained


1
r1m1
r1m1
(35)
−
a y = G 3 sin( ωt ) 
2
2
;
D
 (1 + r1 − 2 r1 cos(ωt ))3/2 (1 + r2 + 2 r2 cos( ωt ))3/2 
D2
D
D2
D


rm
1
1
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  a y ≈ G 1 31 sin( ωt ) 
−
(36)
.
D
 (1 − 2 r1 cos( ωt ))3/2 (1 + 2 r2 cos(ωt ))3/2 
D
D
Based on developing into the Taylor series, it is possible to show that
1
1
x≈0 
≈ 1 + 3x ∧
≈ 1 − 3 x.
(37)
3/2
(1 − 2 x )
(1 + 2 x )3/2
On this basis, formula (36), it is possible to write in approximated form
rm
r
r


D >> ( r1 + r2 )  a y ≈ G 1 31 sin(ωt ) (1 + 3 1 cos( ωt )) − (1 − 3 2 cos( ωt ))  ;
(38)
D
D
D


r m (r + r )
(39)
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  a y ≈ 3G 1 1 14 2 sin( ωt ) cos( ωt ).
D
On the basis of the designation adopted in (4) and the trigonometric formula we obtain the following
3 I (r + r )
(40)
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  a y ≈ G 1 4 2 sin(2 ωt ).
D
2
It results that the amplitude of component y of the gravitational field intensity is
3 I (r + r )
(41)
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  Ay ≈ G 1 4 2 .
D
2
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4.1.2 Component x of the gravitational wave
Now we will determine the changes in component x. On the basis of (22) we obtain the following
r
r
1 − 1 cos( ωt ))
1 + 2 cos( ωt ))

1 
D
D
+ m2
a x = G 2  m1
2
2
;
r1
r1
r2
r2
D 
3/2
3/2 
(1 + 2 − 2 cos( ωt ))
(1 + 2 + 2 cos(ωt ))
D
D
D
D
r1
r
1 − cos( ωt ))
1 + 2 cos( ωt ))

1 
D
D
+ m2
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  a x ≈ G 2  m1
.
r
r
D 
(1 − 2 1 cos(ωt ))3/2
(1 + 2 2 cos( ωt ))3/2 
D
D
Based on developing into the Taylor series, it is possible to show that
1− x
9
1+ x
9
x≈0 
≈ 1 + 2 x + x2 ∧
≈ 1 − 2 x + x2.
3/2
3/2
(1 − 2 x )
2
(1 + 2 x )
2
On this basis, formula (43), it is possible to write in approximated form
1 
r
9 r2
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  a x ≈ G 2  m1[1 + 2 1 cos( ωt ) + 1 2 cos2 (ωt )] +
D 
D
2D

r
9 r2
+ m2 [1 − 2 2 cos( ωt ) + 2 2 cos2 ( ωt )]
D
2D


.


(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

On the basis of (4) we obtain

1 
9 r12 m1
9 r22 m2
2
cos
(
)
cos2 (ωt )  ;
+
+
ω
+
m
m
t
1
2
2 
2
2
2 D
2 D
D 


1 
9 I ( r1 + r2 )
cos2 ( ωt )  .
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  a x ≈ G 2  m1 + m2 +
2
2 D
D 

On the basis of the trigonometric formula
1
cos 2 ( ωt ) = (cos(2ωt ) + 1)
2
we obtain the following
m + m 9 I (r + r )
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  a x ≈ G 1 2 2 + G 1 4 2 (cos(2 ωt ) + 1) .
D
D
4
On the basis of (4), it is possible to show that
m1 + m2
9 I ( r1 + r2 )
.
>>
D >> r1 ⋅ r2 
D2
4 D4
I.e. the formula (49), it is possible to write in approximated form
m + m 9 I (r + r )
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  a x ≈ G 1 2 2 + G 1 4 2 cos(2ωt ).
D
D
4
Intensity ax (51) consists of a constant part in time with a value of
1
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  a x ≈ G 2 ( m1 + m2 )
D
and parts of variable in the time with value of
9 I (r + r )
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  Δa x ≈ G 1 4 2 cos(2ωt ).
D
4
It results that the amplitude of x component of the gravitational field intensity is
9 I (r + r )
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  Ax ≈ G 1 4 2 .
D
4
D >> ( r1 + r2 )  a x ≈ G

(46)
(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

4.1.3 Law for the gravitational wave amplitude
The simplified formulae (40), (41) and (52), (53), (54) have been numerically verified and in a satisfactory way are in line with the exact formulae (23) and (22).
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According to (52), when two bodies rotate, the resultant gravitational field intensity is inversely proportional to D2 and proportional to the sum of mass.
Formulas (41) and (54) express changes in components of the gravitational field intensity (amplitudes).
They show that the amplitude of gravitational wave generated by two bodies related by gravity is inversely
proportional to D4, proportional to the distance of r1+r2 between rotating bodies and proportional to the moment of inertia I (4).
Figure 11 shows components of the gravitational field intensity: time constant component (52), two time
variable components (40) and (53). For the observer, component y causes changes of the direction of gravitational field intensity vector. Component x causes changes of the value of gravitational field intensity vector.

2ω

Ay =
=

Ax =

9 I (r1 + r2 )
G
4
D4

a = (a x + Δa x ) 2 + a y2

3 I (r1 + r2 )
G
2
D4
ax ≈ G

1
(m1 + m2 )
D2

Figure 11. Components of the gravitational field intensity caused two rotating each other bodies
related by gravity, when D >> r1 + r2

Formulas (40) and (53) indicate that the frequency of gravitational wave is twice as high as the frequency with which bodies rotate.
On the basis of above deductions we can formulate the law for gravitational wave amplitude coming
from two bodies related by gravity. If the parameters of two rotating each other bodies are determined with
the index μ and the parameters of two other rotating each other bodies are determined with the index η, then
the following occurs
I η ( rη1 + rη2 ) I μ ( rμ1 + rμ 2 ) Dη >> rη1 + rη 2
≈

Aη ≈ Aμ .
(55)
Dμ >> rμ 1 + rμ 2
Dη4
Dμ4
4.2 Gravitational wave amplitude as seen by the rotating observer
Now we will determine the absolute changes of gravity field intensity for the case discussed in Chapter 3. According to the formula (32) we obtain
m
;
(56)
a max ( t ) = G 2
D + r 2 − 2 Dr
m
.
(57)
a min (t ) = G 2
D + r 2 + 2 Dr
Half of the absolute change (amplitude) is
a ( t ) − a min ( t )
.
(58)
Δa = max
2
Taking into account (56) and (57), the following are obtained
G
m
G
m
;
(59)
Δa =
−
2
2
2
2 D + r − 2 Dr 2 D + r 2 + 2 Dr
G ( D 2 + r 2 + 2 Dr ) − ( D 2 + r 2 − 2 Dr )
Δa = m
;
(60)
2
( D2 + r 2 )2 − 4D 2 r 2
G
4 Dr
Dr
;
(61)
Δa = m 4
= 2Gm 4
2 2
4
2 2
D − 2D 2r 2 + r 4
2 D + 2D r + r − 4D r
D>r
Dmr
mr
1
mr
Δa = 2G 2 2 2 = 2G 3
> 2G 3 ;
(62)
2 2
D (1 − ( r / D ) )
D
(D − r )
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D >> r
a)

ω

a − 2G

mr
D3



Δ a ≅ 2G

m

b)

m
a ≈G 2
D

ω

a + 2G

mr
D3

mr mr
.
~
D3 D3

⇔

(63)

m
a ≈G

4G

mr
D3

m
D2

a − 2G

mr
D3

a — seen by rotating observer; b— caused by a single body rotating around a distant point
Figure 12. Components of gravity field intensity (D >> r)

In this case the amplitude of gravitational wave is inversely proportional to the third power of distance
between the observer and source, i.e. D3 (Fig. 12). If D >> r, then different bodies will be the source of gravitational wave of a similar amplitude, if the value of mr/D3 is similar for these bodies.
From both analyzed cases it appears that changes in gravitational field intensity from heavy objects located at large distances from the observer will be similar to changes in gravitational field intensity from light
objects located at smaller distances from the observer.
5 LIGO experiment

In 2016, the research team at the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) [1] announced that it had indirectly measured the gravitational wave as predicted by GTR. Measurements were
carried out simultaneously at two sites in Hanford and Livingston. Both measured signals were consistent
with the course of gravitational wave resulting from GTR. The wave that was measured was to come from
two black holes rotating around each other and falling on each other. The mass of black holes were estimated
at 36 mass of the Sun (≈ 7,2⋅1031 kg) and 29 mass of the Sun (≈ 5,8⋅1031 kg). When they collided, they were
distant of 410 Mpc = 1 337 260 000 light years (≈ 1,27⋅1025 m). Black holes falling down the spiral were,
according to predictions of GTR, the source of gravitational wave understood as cyclical changes of the
gravitational field intensity.
The LIGO experiment consists in searching for correlations between the signals measured at two Hanford and Livingston centers and the theoretical signal resulting from the GTR model. If these three signals
are correlated, then it is concluded that a real signal was measured in the LIGO. Since the gravitational wave
propagates at a finite speed of light, the two measured signals can be shifted in time.
Figure 13 shows the first indirect measurement of gravitational wave announced by the LIGO
(GW150914). This wave has amplitude, which grows in the last phase of bodies moving close each other.
The Figure shows that when black holes come close each other, the amplitude of the gravitational wave increases. The amplitude of gravitational wave disappears only after the collision of bodies.
Figure 14 shows the second measurement of gravitational wave announced by the LIGO (GW151226).
As you can see in figure, the signals measured in the LIGO have values below the noise level. Searched
gravitational wave had to be recovered with a use of filters made in the form of computer analysis. In this
case, there is always a risk that the signal found is a result of used filters and not of actual measurement. In
addition, in the noise it is possible to find the correlation with any pre-set signal. The study was conducted by
Granger Clive, who discovered the phenomenon of coincidence in macroeconomic time series [5], for which
he received the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2003. Therefore, if some stochastic signals were measured in
Hanford and Livingston, it is almost certain that in a sufficiently long period of observation two very short
signals will be observed, corresponding to searched signal. The correlation of such signals may be entirely
incidental and not due to a common cause. With the LIGO, the risk is extremely high, as each collision of
black holes is one-off. As a result of collision, the system of rotating black holes is destroyed and the measurement can never be repeated.
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Top: amplitude resultting from the numerical model. Bottom: velocity of blaack holes
and thheir distance given in the Schwarzschild’s rays
Figure 13. Gravitational wave
w
diagram given by the LIGO (GW150914). Sourcce [1] and [3]

Figure 14. The signal measured in LIGO is at the noise level (GW151226). The diagraams show the signal
after filtering withh the best fitted course resulting from the model. Sourcce [2]

The above doubts are confirmeed by the research published in paper [6]. The auuthors analyzed the noise
available by the LIGO team. They detected
d
that noise from both centers, although itt should be independent,
is often correlated. In addition, theree is a correlation between the noise measured in Hanford and Livingston
for the time shift between these noisse levels, similar to that between the recorded siggnals that were supposed
to come from black holes.
It is possible to verify whether the phenomenon of coincidence occurs during thhe measurement of gravitational wave. Check how often the required gravitational wave signal is present in only one interferometer.
If the desired signal appears in one interferometer, but at the same time (with accepptable time shift) it does
g
wave measurement, but a random correlation (coincidence).
not appear in other, then it is not a gravitational
Such situations will indicate that theere are random correlations with the desired signaal. If random correlations
occur in one interferometer, they are of course less frequent in two interferometers at
a the same time. Such a
situation is going to be interpreted incorrectly as a measurement of real gravitationall wave. However, if correlations between measured noises with searched signal occur only simultaneously in both interferometers,
then correlations are not incidental, but have a common cause. Since the LIGO inteerferometers conduct dif
some directions can be measured and from others not), it would be
rectional measurements (the wave from
beneficial to have two different inteerferometers parallel to each other in order to invvestigate whether there is
a phenomenon of coincidence. Thenn each real wave would be measured in the same way by both interferometers. Unfortunately, the interferomeeters in Hanford and Livingston are built in such a way that their arms are
inclined towards each other. In thiss case, one can measure the signal and the other cannot, if it is from the
correct direction. Such an uneven seetting of interferometers cause that it is difficult to demonstrate the compatibility of conducted measurementts there with the model is incidental.
The course of gravitational waave presented by the LIGO team differs significanntly from the course that
results from the Newton’s law of gravitation. The comparison refers to two rotating bodies.
b
According to the
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LIGO, the amplitude of gravitational wave increases when bodies come close to each other (Fig. 13 and 14).
The amplitude of Newton’s gravitational wave decreases in proportion to the bodies coming close to each
other (Fig. 4).
From the above it results that gravitational wave predicted by GTR has a different cause than the Newton’s gravitational wave. The Newton wave is a result of variable, geometric layout of bodies in space. If the
wave resulting from GTR had the same cause, it should follow a similar course. It is necessary to remembered that Newton’s law of gravitation is one of the most experimentally verified physical laws. Of course, it
was experimentally verified for bodies of relatively small mass. The LIGO measurements relate to bodies of
much larger mass. If the course of gravitational wave is to be as published by the LIGO team, then for large
circulating mass a completely new phenomenon must appear that does not appear in the Newton’s law of
gravitation. It is very interesting that such a new phenomenon has only been detected on the basis of GTR
equations that have been proposed without any prior awareness of the existence of such a phenomenon.
Based on GTR, it was concluded that black holes lost a large part of their weight during the whole process of falling. Their mass was to radiate in a form of gravitational field [1]. After the collision, a black hole
was created with a mass of about 63 mass of the Sun, i.e. 3 mass of the Sun less than the total mass of black
holes colliding with each other. According to the Newton’s law of gravitation, the gravitational force does
not consume the body weight that generates it. This seems to be in line with the state of knowledge on the
structure of matter. If the bodies lost weight due to generated gravity, then at least some atoms of matter
would have to be disintegrated as a result of this process (or ageing consisting in reduction of their weight).
Such a phenomenon is in no way investigated or confirmed under laboratory conditions.
According to simulations presented by the LIGO, the black holes that were the source of gravitational
wave fell down on each other on a circular spiral in just a fraction of second. It is worth mentioning that such
a way of their rotation is different from that which was observed directly in case of dual system PSR
B1913+16 consisting of a pulsar and neutron star [7]. This system has been observed for several years. It was
estimated that pulsar and neutron star, which rotate around each other at an average distance of about 2.65
rays of the Sun, would fall on each other after only 300 million years.
According to the LIGO, in both announced cases, black holes fell on each other in the spiral. In case of
Newton’s law of gravitation, two bodies related by gravity do not fall over each other in a spiral. Bodies
could fall on each other in a spiral when they lose momentum for some reason, for example when they are
moving in a dense medium. We have confirmed this with numerous simulations.
6 Proposal for testing the LIGO Interferometer

Every technical measuring device requires calibration or adjustment, because otherwise it is unknown
what it measures. Neither calibration nor adjustment was applied in case of LIGO due to the lack of a controllable source of gravitational wave with known parameters that could be used as a standard. It will only be
possible to check what the LIGO actually measures, if such a reference source of gravity wave is available.
The analysis presented in this article shows that it is possible to generate a model gravitational wave,
which can be used for adjustment the LIGO. It is possible for that purpose to use e.g. body system as shown
in Figure 1. The black holes in GW150914 formed this system before the collision. Figure 13 shows that
when black holes had a velocity of v = 0.35c, they carried a full turn during t = 0.05 s. On this basis it can be
assumed that r1 ≈ 850 km. On the basis of (54), taking into account equation (4), the following are obtained

m 
r1m1  r1 + r1 1 
m2 
4 Ax′ I ( r1 + r2 )

;
(64)
≈
=
4
4
D
D
9G

7,2 ⋅ 1031 
850000 ⋅ 7,2 ⋅ 1031  850000 + 850000
5,8 ⋅ 1031 
4 Ax′

≈
= 4,6 ⋅ 10−57 .
(65)
25 4
9G
(1,27 ⋅ 10 )
According to (52), the average gravitational field intensity from black holes of GW150914 was as follows
m +m
7,2 ⋅ 1031 + 5,8 ⋅ 1031
a ′x ≈ G 1 2 2 = 6,67 ⋅ 10−11
= 5,4 ⋅ 10−29 .
(66)
D
(1,27 ⋅ 1025 )2
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If for the system in Figure 1 we will accept that m1 = 10 kg, m2 = 10 kg, r1 = 10 m, D = 10 000 km, then
10 

10 ⋅ 10  10 + 10 
4 Ax′′ I ( r1 + r2 )
10 

≈
=
= 2.0 ⋅ 10−25 >> 4.6 ⋅ 10−57 .
(67)
4
6 4
9G
(10 ⋅ 10 )
D
According to (52), the average gravitational field intensity from considered light bodies is as follows
m +m
10 + 10
a x′′ ≈ G 1 2 2 = 6.67 ⋅ 10−11
= 1.3 ⋅ 10−23 >> 5.4 ⋅ 10−29 .
(68)
6 2
D
(10 ⋅ 10 )
Based on the law (55) for the gravitational wave amplitude, or directly from (65) and (67), it results that
the gravitational wave amplitude generated by two light bodies under consideration is more than 1030 orders
of magnitude greater than the gravitational wave amplitude generated by black holes GW150914, when
r1 = 850 km. Even if there are some relativistic effects resulting from GTR that are not predicted by Newton’s law of gravitation when the black holes come to each other, the difference in these amplitudes is so
great that the LIGO system should be able to detect the wave from these light bodies.
The source of artificial gravitational wave shall be sufficiently distant from the LIGO for the wave
reaching the LIGO to be virtually flat. The arms of LIGO interferometer are 4 km long, and therefore it
seems that the distance of wave source by D = 10 000 km should be sufficient. In order to avoid fraud, a
completely different team of people should produce an artificial gravitational wave, accelerating the rotating
bodies. The LIGO team shall be able to detect when these bodies are rotating.
The only technical problem in production of artificial gravitational waves is the rotation of bodies with
sufficiently high frequency. According to the LIGO data, this system can only measure waves of a frequency
greater than 40–150 Hz (in Figure 13 the gravity wave frequency is 40 Hz). This limitation makes it impossible to rotate of any large bodies, but it is possible to rotate bodies of, let say, 1 kg on a radius of r = 1 m.
7 Conclusions
Results announced by the LIGO team are presented as an experimental confirmation of the correctness
of the General Theory of Relativity. However, in order for measurements taken by the LIGO to be unquestionable, it is necessary to make adjustments to this device. Only then will it be known whether the LIGO is
able to detect gravitational waves and what it actually measures. For this purpose, it is possible to use circulating bodies, even of small mass, discussed in Chapter 6.
The existence of gravity waves results from the Newton’s law of gravitation.
According to the Newton’s law of gravitation, if the observer moves away from the source of gravity
wave, then the gravitational field intensity decreases slower than the gravitational wave amplitude. If the
source of wave is a system of two bodies related by gravity, as shown in Figure 1, then the amplitude decreases as D4. If the source of wave is one body, as shown in Figure 8, then the amplitude decreases as D3.
Cyclical vibrations of the gravitational field intensity occur both in classical mechanics and in the General
Theory of Relativity. However, they have different properties. The differences are as follows:
1. According to classical mechanics, when bodies come to each other, the gravitational field amplitude
decreases (Figures 3 and 4). According to the General Theory of Relativity, when bodies come to each other,
the amplitude of gravitational wave increases (Fig. 13 and 14).
This difference in the course of gravitational wave indicates that, according to GTR, the circulating
large mass are accompanied by the phenomenon not occurring in Newton’s law of gravitation, which is one
of the best verified experimental physical laws. It is very interesting that such a new phenomenon has only
been detected on the basis of GTR equations that have been proposed without any prior awareness of the existence of such a phenomenon.
2. In classical mechanics the gravitational interaction is not related to the loss of energy by the body
that emits this interaction. According to the General Theory of Relativity, objects emitting gravitational
waves lose their mass, carried in a form of gravitational waves [1].
3. According to classical mechanics, bodies cannot fall on each other in the spiral, if they do not lose
momentum. They can fall on each other in a spiral, if they move in a dense medium and lose their momentum. Therefore, trajectories similar to the one shown in Figure 2 (wave in Fig. 3 and 4) do not apply to bodies naturally related by gravity in an empty space. According to the results announced by the LIGO, as a part
of GTR, bodies can fall on each other in the spiral, because they lose energy when they generate a gravitational wave.
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4. Modulation of the gravitational field intensity causes changes in the dimension of bodies. Such a
phenomenon is deformation of the shape of Earth during tides and outflows. According to GTR, such a phenomenon should be interpreted as a deformation of the space curve. According to classical mechanics, this is
a simple deformation of the dimension of bodies caused by stress.
Measurements conducted in LIGO are on the noise level. This device is to measure relative changes of
two lengths, four-kilometer arms at the level of one atom. Meanwhile the entire matter is filled up with various kinds of vibrations. The problem when measuring noise is the phenomenon of coincidence. It turns out
that very often there are random correlations in rows of not connected with causality relations. Granger
Clive’s discovery of this phenomenon was honored with the Nobel Prize for Economics in 2003. The phenomenon of coincidence seriously undermines the credibility of measurements announced by the LIGO
team.
It is possible to verify whether the phenomenon of coincidence occurs when measuring the gravitational
wave (Chapter 5). You should check how often the searched signal, resulting from the model of GTR field, is
present in only one interferometer. If it happens that such a signal occurs only in one interferometer, but at
the same time (with acceptable time shift) it does not occur in other interferometer, then the detection of
searched signal does not mean discovery of the gravitational wave. If interferometers actually measure the
gravitational wave, then it should be recorded simultaneously by all the interferometers (taking into account
their angles of inclination). The presence of a signal in only one interferometer will prove that the desired
signals are present in measurements at random (random noise) or have a local cause.
Presented analysis shows that «gravitational wave», calculated on the basis of GTR, is not in fact a
wave understood as a carrier of gravity. This is a normal modulation (i.e. cyclic change) of the gravitational
field intensity caused by the motion of two rotating bodies. This is evidenced by the fact that frequency of
the «gravitational wave» resulting from GTR is closely related to the frequency of rotating bodies (for two
bodies the frequency of «gravitational wave» is twice as high as the frequency of rotating bodies). In this
article we showed that according to the Newton’s law of gravitation, rotating bodies also causes modulation
of gravity field intensity with a frequency two times the frequency of spinning of bodies (i.e., the same way
as in the framework of GTR).
If two light sources (e.g. light bulbs as shown in Figure 15) rotate, they shall also produce modulated intensity lighting. In this case also the frequency of modulation of the light intensity will be closely related to
the frequency of rotating bulbs. This modulation of light intensity has nothing to do with the photon’s properties. It has nothing to do with the frequency (its color) of light produced by these light bulbs. The frequency that can be assigned to photons (i.e. frequency of light produced by the bulbs) is something completely
different and independent of the frequency of modulation of the light intensity, caused by rotating bulbs.
ω
2ω

λm
frequency of
sources rotation

frequency
of signal

frequency of
modulation intensity

Figure 15. Frequency of light intensity modulation is something else than the frequency of light signal

It is the same as in case of the gravitational field intensity modulated by rotating bodies. Modulation of
gravitational field intensity has no connection with the properties of hypothetical graviton. Because the model of field on which GTR is based is mathematically complex, the normal modulation of gravitational field
intensity, caused by rotating bodies, was wrongly interpreted as a gravitational wave, understood as a carrier
of gravity [1–3].
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In this article we called the normal modulation of gravitational field intensity as a gravitational wave,
because this was done in case of «gravitational waves» resulting from GTR.
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Ньютонның гравитациясы мен жалпы салыстырмалылық теориясынан
туындайтын гравитациялық толқындар (LIGO) кезіндегі гравитация толқыны
Осы мақаланың ең маңызды тұжырымы мынада: жалпы салыстырмалылық теориясынан қандай да бір
гравитациялық толқындар туындамайды, денелердің айналуынан болған гравитациялық өрістің
кернеулігінің қарапайым модуляциясы туындайды. Егер LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory) тобы бір нəрсе өлшесе, онда бұл гравитация тасымалдаушы ретінде қабылданатын
гравитациялық толқын емес, модуляция болған еді. Бұл талқылау физикада тым күрделі математиканы пайдалану нəтижелердің дұрыс түсіндірілмеуіне əкеп соқтыратынын көрсетеді (бұл жағдайда
тензорлық есептеу кінəлі болуы мүмкін). Формальды түрде, əртүрлі заттарды есептеуге болады, бірақ
мұндай есептеулердің нені білдіретінін білмей, оларға қате түсінік беруге болады. Қазіргі физикадағы
гравитациялық өріс кернеулігінің модуляциясы гравитациялық толқын деп аталғандықтан, біз оны
толқын деп атаймыз, бірақ мұндай терминология адастырады. Мақалада Ньютонның тартылыс
заңынан гравитациялық толқындардың болуы көрсетілген жəне олар жалпы салыстырмалылық теориясынан шығатындарға өте ұқсас. Авторлар Ньютонның ауырлық күші мен гравитациялық
толқындардың таралуының жалпы салыстырмалылық теориясынан туындайтын гравитациялық
толқындардың таралуының арасындағы айырмашылықты көрсетеді, өлшеуді LIGO тобы жариялады.
Мақалада LIGO обсерваториясында қолданылатын гравитациялық толқынды үшін лазерлік
интерферометрді тестілеу əдісі ұсынылды. Сондай-ақ, мақалада LIGO командасы жариялаған
нəтижелер сыны берілген.
Кілт сөздер: гравитациялық толқын, Ньютон гравитациясы, LIGO интерферометрі
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Гравитационные волны в гравитации Ньютона и критика гравитационных
волн, вытекающих из общей теории относительности (LIGO)
Самый важный вывод этой статьи состоит в том, что из общей теории относительности не вытекают
какие-либо гравитационные волны, а обычная модуляция напряженности гравитационного поля, вызванная вращением тел. Если команда LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory) чтото измерила, то это была модуляция, а не гравитационная волна, понимаемая как носитель гравитации. Это обсуждение показывает, что использование слишком сложной математики в физике приводит к неправильной интерпретации результатов (в этом случае, возможно, виновато тензорное исчисление). Формально, можно вычислять различные вещи, но, не зная, что означают такие расчеты, можно назначить им ошибочную интерпретацию. Поскольку модуляция напряженности гравитационного
поля в современной физике была названа гравитационной волной, то мы также называем ее волной,
хотя такая терминология вводит в заблуждение. В статье показано, что из закона тяготения Ньютона
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следует существование гравитационных волн, очень похожих на те, которые следуют из общей теории относительности. Авторами показаны различия между распространением гравитационных волн,
следующих из гравитации Ньютона, и гравитационных волн, вытекающих из общей теории относительности, измерение которых было объявлено командой LIGO. Предложен метод тестирования лазерного интерферометра для измерения гравитационной волны, используемого в обсерватории LIGO.
Кроме того, представлена критика результатов, опубликованных командой LIGO.
Ключевые слова: гравитационная волна, гравитация Ньютона, интерферометр LIGO.
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